FURTHER™

Supports collaboration and interaction with integrated height adjustability.

Typical ID: FTR-503

PLANNING
- Linear bench with worksurfaces supported by integrated sit-to-stand supports.
- Power comes in through the mid-supports, either from the floor or with the use of a power pole, and beams deliver power to the individual workstations.

LIVING
- Offers user flexibility for working postures with integrated height-adjustable stations. Mimeo™ task chairs provide comfort while seated.
- 13”H frosted glass beam-mounted center screens provide visual privacy.
- Mobile credenzas with cushions provide guest seating. Wand™ task lights allow users to control their lighting, while worksurface-mounted rail accessories allow users to keep small items visible and easily accessible.

CHANGING
- Fixed-height columns and adjustable-height columns are interchangeable, making the transition to adjustable-height easier in the future.

Supports 4 primary workers
Overall typical size: 11’ x 12’6”
Individual station size: 5’3” x 6’2½”
Square footage/user: 33 sq. ft.
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Supports collaboration and interaction with integrated height adjustability.

Typical ID: FTR-535

PLANNING
- Linear bench with worksurfaces supported by integrated sit-to-stand supports.
- Power comes in through the mid-supports, either from the floor or with the use of a power pole, and beams deliver power to the individual workstations. Baskets below beams allow for higher quantities of cabling.

LIVING
- Offers user flexibility for working postures with integrated height-adjustable stations. Lyric™ task chairs provide comfort while seated.
- 13”H fabric beam-mounted center screens provide visual privacy, while user-movable fabric screens provide user choice to use as a either a privacy screen or modesty panel, depending on the situation.
- Involve® mobile pedestals with cushions provide guest seating. Link™ task lights with dual arms allow users to control their lighting, while single monitor arms free up work surface space and allow users to adjust monitor height when changing postures.

CHANGING
- Fixed-height columns and adjustable-height columns are interchangeable, making the transition to adjustable-height easier in the future.

Supports 6 primary workers
- Overall typical size: 10'6" x 15'2"
- Individual station size: 5' x 5'
- Square footage/user: 25 sq. ft.
FURTHER™

Supports collaboration and interaction with integrated height adjustability.

Typical ID: FTR-555

PLANNING

• Linear bench with worksurfaces supported by integrated sit-to-stand supports.
• Power comes in through the mid-supports, either from the floor or with the use of a power pole, and beams deliver power to the individual workstations.

LIVING

• Offers user flexibility for working postures with integrated height-adjustable and fixed stations. Lyric™ task chairs provide comfort while seated.
• 13”H frosted glass beam-mounted center screens provide visual privacy, while user-moveable 20”H fabric beam-mounted modesty screens provide an enclosed aesthetic. Fabric screens provide user choice to use as either a privacy screen or modesty panel.
• 7½”H nitch storage provides user separation and storage. Mobile Align™ pedestals provide guest seating, while worksurface-mounted rail and accessories allow users to keep small items visible and easily accessible.

CHANGING

• Fixed-height columns and adjustable-height columns are interchangeable, making the transition to adjustable-height easier in the future.

Supports 10 primary workers

Overall typical size: 11’ x 25’4”
Individual station size: 5’3” x 5’
Square footage/user: 26 sq. ft.
FURTHER™

Supports collaboration and interaction with integrated height adjustability.

Typical ID: FTR-542

PLANNING
- Perpendicular L-shaped workstations with shared worksurfaces and integrated sit-to-stand supports.
- Power comes in through the mid-supports, either from the floor or with the use of a power pole, and beams deliver power to the individual workstations.

LIVING
- Offers user flexibility for working postures with integrated height-adjustable stations. Lyric™ task chairs provide comfort while seated.
- 20"H fabric beam-mounted center screens provide visual privacy, while 13"H fabric modesty screens provide below-surface space division and privacy.
- Involve® mobile pedestals with cushions provide mobile storage and guest seating. Dual monitor arms and worksurface-mounted rail accessories free up worksurface space and allow users to adapt the space to their needs.

CHANGING
- Fixed-height columns and adjustable-height columns are interchangeable, making the transition to adjustable-height easier in the future.

Supports 8 primary workers
- Overall typical size: 12'6" x 24'11"
- Individual station size: 6' x 6'3"
- Square footage/user: 38 sq. ft.
FURTHER™

Supports collaboration and interaction with integrated height adjustability.

Typical ID: FTR-526

PLANNING

• 120-degree worksurfaces supported by integrated sit-to-stand supports.
• Power comes in through the mid-supports, either from the floor or with the use of a power pole, and beams deliver power to the individual workstations.

LIVING

• Offers user flexibility for working postures with integrated height-adjustable stations. Quip™ task chairs provide comfort while seated.
• 13”H fabric beam-mounted center screens provide visual privacy, while table-mounted niche provides storage and additional privacy. User-movable fabric screens on worksurfaces allow for customized privacy.
• Worksurface-mounted rail accessories free up work-space and allow users to adapt the space to their needs and keep key items at their fingertips.

CHANGING

• Fixed-height columns and adjustable-height columns are interchangeable, making the transition to adjustable-height easier in the future.

Supports 6 primary workers

Overall typical size: 18’8” x 21’6”
Individual station size: 9’3” x 5’2”
Square footage/user: 48 sq. ft.